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Lobate ctenophores (tentaculates) generally exhibit a remarkable ability to regenerate missing structures as adults. On the
other hand, their embryos exhibit a highly mosaic behavior when cut into halves or when specific cells are ablated. These
deficient embryos do not exhibit embryonic regulation, and generate incomplete adult body plans. Under certain conditions,
however, these deficient animals are subsequently able to replace the missing structures during the adult phase in a process
referred to as “post-regeneration.” We have determined that successful post-regeneration can be predicted on the basis of a
modified polar coordinate model, and the rules of intercalary regeneration, as defined by French et al. (V. French, P. J. Bryant,
and S. V. Bryant, 1976, Science 193, 969–981.) The model makes certain assumptions about the organization of the
ctenophore body plan that fit well with what we have determined on the basis of cell lineage fates maps, and their twofold
rotational (“biradial”) symmetry. The results suggest that cells composing the ctenophore adult body plan possess positional
information, which is utilized to reconstruct the adult body plan. More specifically, we have found that the progeny of three
specific cell lineages are required to support post-regeneration of the comb rows (the e1, e2, and m1 micromeres).
urthermore, post-regeneration of the comb rows involves a suite of cell–cell inductive interactions, which are similar to
hose that take place during their embryonic formation. The significance of these findings is discussed in terms of the
rganization of the ctenophore body plan, and the mechanisms involved in cell fate specification. This situation is also
ontrasted with that of the atentaculate ctenophores, which are unable to undergo post-regeneration. © 2000 Academic Pressd
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1INTRODUCTION
Ctenophores are a phylum of marine invertebrates pos-
sessing “biradial” symmetry. The adult is composed of four
nearly identical quadrants organized along the major body
axis, called the oral–aboral axis (Fig. 1). Each body quadrant
of lobate ctenophores possesses a pair of ctene (comb) rows,
half of a tentacle apparatus, and one-quarter of the apical
organ (represented by a statocyst) located at the aboral pole.
Two diagonally opposed quadrants, those situated in “\”
(back-slash) orientation when the animal is viewed from
the aboral pole and oriented as shown in Figs. 1, 2A, and 2B,
also contain a small anal pore and canal that lead to the
endodermal gut. The embryonic cells that give rise to the
two other “⁄” (forward-slash) quadrants generate a slightly
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed at University of
Illinois, Department of Cell and Structural Biology, Urbana, ILb61801. Fax: (217) 244-1648. E-mail: j-henry4@uiuc.edu.
720ifferent suite of fates, which includes the formation of the
ircumpharyngeal muscles (Martindale and Henry, 1995,
999). Ctenophores are “diploblasts,” because they lack a
ell-defined mesodermal cell layer, and contain only a
parsely populated mesoglea for structural support; conse-
uently, they are rather fragile animals. Most adult
entacle-bearing ctenophores (tentaculates) display a high
apacity to regenerate missing body regions (Coonfield,
936a,b, 1937a,b; Freeman, 1967; Martindale, 1986), and are
apable of replacing all identified cell types and structures
n their correct location regardless of which portions are
emoved or damaged.
Ctenophore embryos exhibit direct development with a
ighly stereotypic cleavage pattern and cell lineage fate
ap (Fig. 1, Martindale and Henry, 1999). Ctenophore
mbryos have been described as having a highly mosaic
attern of development (Chun, 1880; Driesch and Morgan,
885; Reverberi, 1971; however, see further discussion
elow). For instance, if embryos are bisected early during
0012-1606/00 $35.00
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721Regulation and Regeneration in M. leidyidevelopment, they always develop into “half-animals”
(Chun, 1880, 1892; Driesch and Morgan, 1895; Martindale,
1986). Furthermore, if one removes the four e1 micromeres,
the embryos form cydippid larvae deficient in all four pairs
of ctene rows (Farfaglio, 1963; Martindale, 1986; Martindale
and Henry, 1996, 1997a). In the case of these latter ctene
row-deficient animals, however, the missing structures will
ultimately be replaced during the larval and adult phase, in
a process referred to as “post-generation” or “post-regen-
eration” (Chun, 1896). Post-regeneration, differs in several
respects from the phenomena of what one formally consid-
ers as regeneration, and embryonic regulation. Regenera-
tion is typically associated with the replacement of struc-
tures removed during the larval or adult phases of life
through processes of epimorphosis and/or morpholaxis.
During regeneration, populations of existing adult cells
(including differentiated, or satellite “stem” cells) generate
the missing structures, which may involve the initial
process of de-differentiation. In embryonic regulation, reor-
ganization takes place within the remaining cells, and a
complete, albeit miniature, larval or adult body plan is
FIG. 1. Diagram of early ctenophore development leading to the
0-cell stage. The more common form of eight-cell staged embry
mbryos and the cydippid larva are viewed from the aboral pole. Th
oth indicated in the 4-celled embryo and the cydippid larva and
blique “anal axis” (“A” labels) is also shown in the 4-celled embry
f development) that ultimately generate the two oblique anal pore
he other two blastomeres (labeled “EM/”) give rise to a slightly diff
ot illustrated here. These quadrants are defined with the embryos
999). The 2M\ blastomeres, which ultimately give rise to the two a
hem from the 2M⁄ blastomeres. These latter cells do not contrib
ircumpharyngeal muscles. Individual cell identities, and tissue tyrestored during embryogenesis. In the case of post- t
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightegeneration, deficient embryos generate incomplete larval
r adult body plans in which no embryonic regulation has
pparently taken place. Subsequently, regeneration of the
issing structures occurs in the larva or the adult, which is
omehow able to “detect” the missing structures, even
hough these were never present to begin with. The phe-
omenon of post-regeneration suggests that some intrinsic
otion of the complete body plan exists within these partial
nimals, as no wounding is required to initiate the post-
egenerative effort.
Not all partial embryos will form animals that undergo
ost-regeneration. As mentioned above, ctenophore em-
ryos bisected at early stages of development form stable
alf-animals (Chun, 1880, 1892; Driesch and Morgan, 1895;
artindale, 1986). Furthermore, even adult ctenophores
hen cut into halves or quarters can fail to undergo
omplete regeneration, and form stable half-animals (Free-
an, 1967). How does one reconcile the fact that in some
ases post-regeneration takes place, while in others the
artial embryos never undergo post-regeneration? Earlier,
e proposed that the phenomenon of post-regeneration, and
ation of the cydippid larva. Early cleavage is shown through the
shown together with a rare form that was also encountered. All
tacular (labeled with T’s) and sagittal (labeled with S’s) planes are
onsistent for all stages of development shown in this figure. The
hich demarcates the two “\” quadrants (labeled “EM\” at this stage
nd in the cydippid larva (see detailed illustrations in Figs. 2A, 2B).
t suite of cell fates that includes a set of circumpharyngeal muscles,
nimals oriented as shown in this figure (see Martindale and Henry,
anals, are darkly shaded in the 32-cell stage embryo to distinguish
o the formation of the anal canals, but rather to a unique set of
re as labeled. For further details see Martindale and Henry (1999).form
o is
e ten
are c
o, w
s fou
eren
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ute the stability of the half-animal phenotype, might be ac-
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722 Henry and MartindaleFIG. 2. Anatomy of the cydippid, and application of the polar coordinate model with various predictions regarding the phenomenon of
post-regeneration in ctenophores. (A) Normal morphology and axial properties of the adult body plan, as viewed from the aboral pole. Both
the tentacular (“T”) and sagittal (“S”) axes are labeled. (B) Enlarged detail of the apical organ, showing the oblique location of the two anal
pores. (C) Polar coordinate model based on adult morphology and recent cell lineage studies, which revealed the identities of the four cell
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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723Regulation and Regeneration in M. leidyicounted for by a modified polar coordinate model, which
assigns cellular polarity and positional values within cteno-
phore embryos and adults (Martindale and Henry 1997b;
Figs. 2A–2G). This model is an adaptation of the polar
coordinate model originally applied to the phenomenon of
limb regeneration by French et al. (1976). The models
assigns arbitrary positional values (0 through 6) to cells
located around the oral–aboral axis, as shown in Fig. 2C,
which is consistent with the (“biradial”) twofold rotational
symmetry of the embryo and adult (Figs. 1, 2A, and 2B,
Martindale and Henry, 1995, 1999). Cell lineage fate map-
ping revealed that the discrete differences between the ⁄ and
\ quadrants are due exclusively to differences in the fates of
the 2M ⁄ and 2M\ blastomeres (Fig. 1). 2M blastomeres from
the two \ quadrants both give rise to the endodermal anal
canals but not to circumpharyngeal muscles. On the other
hand, the 2M⁄ macromeres generate circumpharyngeal
muscles, but not the anal canals (Martindale and Henry,
1995). In other words, diagonally opposite quadrants (i.e., ⁄
and \ quadrants) share identities, while adjacent quadrants
do not, and planes that bisect the embryo/adult, which
include the oral–aboral axis (e.g., the tentacular or sagittal
planes), do not describe planes of true mirror symmetry.
The rules of polar coordinate models stipulate that interca-
lary regeneration will take place if there are discontinuities
between juxtaposed positional values (French et al., 1976).
Furthermore, regeneration will generally take place via the
shortest path to restore the missing values. In our model the
values 0 and 6 are considered to be interchangeable and no
disparity exists at those positions (Fig. 2C). While the model
accounts for the fact that adjacent 1/2 embryos give rise to
stable half-animals (Fig. 2D), it had not been fully tested
(Martindale and Henry, 1997b).
These findings raise a number of interesting questions.
Does the polar coordinate model accurately predict the
phenomenon of pattern regulation that occurs during post-
regeneration in ctenophores? Do fragments of the embryo,
larva, or adult possess some intrinsic notion (i.e., positional
cellular values) that defines what normally represents the
quadrants are different (see Martindale and Henry, 1996, 1997b, 19
black half-circles signify the locations of the two tentacles. This m
shown, which are consistent with the (“biradial”) twofold rotation
model stipulate that intercalary regeneration will take place if there
regeneration will generally take place via the shortest path to rest
2, 4, and 5; each tentacle lies at positions 3, and each of the two a
to be the identical, so no disparity exists at this “interface.” For
positional values along a radius (corresponding to values along the o
for further details). These concentric circles would define values
original polar coordinate model of French et al. (1976) as applied to
animals generated via various blastomere separations/deletions tha
embryos. The model predicts that Adjacent 1/2 embryos will form
form partial adult animals capable of undergoing post-regeneration t
of the figure. Arrows project the subsequent behavior of these pa
(labeled “A”), and illustrate how positional values are juxtaposed as a r
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righthole body plan? Do these properties reside within a
pecific subset of embryonic cell lineages, and which spe-
ific cell types (e.g., “stem cells?”) are involved in the
rocess of post-regeneration? Are similar cell–cell induc-
ive interactions involved in coordinating the process of
ost-regeneration, compared to those that take place during
mbryonic development? To address these questions we
ave carried out an extensive series of cell isolation and
eletion experiments showing that successful post-
egeneration, and adult regeneration can be predicted, for
he most part, on the basis of the modified polar coordinate
odel. Furthermore, we have determined that three differ-
nt blastomere lineages are required for post-regeneration of
he comb rows, which specifically involves cell signaling by
he progeny of e1 and e2 micromeres to m1 progeny, which
are solely competent to generate the missing comb rows.
This situation bears remarkable similarities to the events
that take place during the embryonic development of these
structures, although some differences are also encountered.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Procuring Embryonic Material
Adult specimens of the lobate ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi
were collected from Quissett Harbor, Eel Pond, and off the rock
jetty at the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion research facility in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, using small
plastic dippers. Embryos were obtained as previously described
(Martindale and Henry, 1997a).
Operations
In order to carry out the various cell deletion experiments,
uncleaved embryos were demembranated manually using watch-
maker’s forceps in gelatin-coated petri dishes (Zolokar and Sardet,
1984). Cell deletion experiments were performed using glass
needles coated with gelatin. Specific cells were killed by stabbing
them with the fine glass needles until they completely lysed. The
he small black dots represent the two anal pores, while the larger
assigns arbitrary positional values around the oral–aboral axis, as
metry of the embryo and adult. The rules of the polar coordinate
iscontinuities between juxtaposed positional values. Furthermore,
e missing values. The ctene rows (dotted lines) lie at positions 1,
ores lies between positions 4 and 5. Values 0 and 6 are considered
sake of simplifying these diagrams, concentric circles indicating
boral axis) have not been included (however, see Discussion section
ar to the way in which proximal–distal values are defined in the
brate limbs. (D–G) Four different predictions are shown for partial
ate “Adjacent 1/2” (D), “Opposite 1/2” (E), “3/4” (F), and “1/4” (G)
le half-animals,” while Opposite 1/2, 3/4, and 1/4 embryos should
her the “whole” or “half-animal” states, as indicated at the bottom
embryos through the embryonic (labeled “E”) and adult periods99). T
odels
al sym
are d
ore th
nal p
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rtialesult of these experiments.
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724 Henry and Martindaledead cell debris floats away quickly following lysis. Only those
embryos that remained intact and did not lose additional cells were
scored. Specific operations performed are listed in Table 1 and
diagrammed in Figs. 3, 5, 7, and 9. All embryos were raised in
0.22-mm-filtered seawater (FSW) for at least 72 h. Observations
were made periodically throughout this time.
For the purpose of examination and documentation, the live
cydippid larvae were anesthetized in a 1:1 mixture of 6.5% MgCl2
and FSW. The animals were then mounted on siliconized slides
with slight compression under a siliconized coverslip supported by
clay feet. Images were captured using a Zeiss Axioplan microscope
equipped for DIC and either a Spot digital camera (Diagnostic
Instruments, Sterling, MI) or an Optronics D1750 color CCD
TABLE 1
Types of Operations Performed
Operation
Number of te
initially for
Adjacent 1/2 (T vs S) 1
Opposite 1/2 ( ⁄ vs \) 2
3/4 ( ⁄ vs \) 2
1/4 ( ⁄ vs \) 1
Minus e1 (4) 2
Minus e1 (2) 2
Minus e1 (1), minus m1 (4) ( ⁄ vs \) 2
Minus e1 (2), minus m1 (2) 2
Minus E (2), minus M (1) ( ⁄ vs \) 1
Minus E (2) 1
Minus E (2), minus 1M (2) 1
Minus E (1), minus M (2) ( ⁄ vs \) 2
Minus e1 (2), minus e2 (2) 1
Minus e1 (2), minus e2 (1) ( ⁄ vs \) 1 or 2
Minus e1 (1), minus e2 (2) ( ⁄ vs \) 2
Minus e1 (1), minus e2 (4) ( ⁄ vs \) 2
Minus e1 (4), minus e2 (2) 1
Minus e1 (4), minus 2E (2) 2
Minus e1 (2), minus 2E (2) 2
Minus e1 (1), minus 3E (4) ( ⁄ vs \) 2
Note. The operations have been separated into four groups, w
respectively. While tentacle regeneration was not scored, the “N
included for the sake of correlations discussed in the text. “Ctene
regeneration of either ctene plates and/or ciliated grooves. General
all the missing elements, unless otherwise noted here or in the te
a In these cases two specimens exhibited some minimal attemp
ubsequently resorbed.
b These cases remained as stabile “3/4 animals.”
c These cases only regenerated when two tentacles had originall
d These six cases only regenerated to “1/2-animals.” Thus, the %
ells of a given identity were removed, no differential effect was n
ollowing the nomenclature defined by Martindale and Henry (1999
long either the tentacular or the sagittal plane. For the exact locat
. Numbers within parentheses indicate the number of each specicamera (Optronics, Goleta, CA).
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightRESULTS
To study the phenomenon of post-regeneration, we
choose to examine the regeneration of one distinctive set of
structures, the comb rows. Unlike the regeneration of other
structures such as the tentacles, comb plate regeneration
occurs quickly once the adult body plan is established
(24–72 h following fertilization), and their regeneration
occurs without the need for prolonged feeding. Further-
more, we know a great deal about the embryonic formation
of these structures, and that a relatively small number of
cell lineages are involved in their development (Martindale
es
Ctene row regenerative capacity
1/2 1/Total No. %1
2 0/55 0
1 31/45 69
1 28/46 61
2 0/54a 0
1 14/14 100
1 21/34 62
2 0/29b 0
1 9/26 35
2 0/17 0
2 0/36 0
2 0/11 0
1 10/21 48
2 0/39 0
1/2 12/48c 25
1 9/10 90
1 8/8 100
1 6/7d 0
1 8/8 100
1 9/18 50
1 10/11 91
correspond to the illustrations shown in Figs. 3, 5, 7, and 9,
er of tentacles initially formed” during the embryonic period is
egenerative capacity” refers to the number of cases that exhibited
airs of ctene rows, with ciliated grooves, were reformed to restore
regenerate ciliated grooves and possibly comb plates, which were
med.
represented as 0%. (⁄ vs \) indicates that in those cases where single
when they were removed from either the “⁄” or the “\” quadrants.
vs S) indicates that adjacent half embryos were prepared by cutting
of cells removed for these different operations see Figs. 3, 5, 7, and
ll type that was removed.ntacl
med
hich
umb
row r
ly, p
xt.
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y for
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), (T
ionsand Henry, 1996, 1997a, 1999).
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Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightApplication of the Polar Coordinate Model
to Postregeneration
It is known that animals bisected at the two- and four-cell
stages give rise to half-animals during the embryonic pe-
riod, which remain stable throughout the adult phase
(Chun, 1880, 1892; Freeman, 1967; Martindale, 1986). We
argue that embryonic and adult cells possess an intrinsic
sense of positional information that reflects ctenophore
symmetry properties, which should lend itself well to a
polar coordinate model described above. Arbitrary values (0
through 6) were assigned based on the twofold rotational
symmetry of the embryo and the adult, and the fact that
opposite quadrants share similar fates, while adjacent quad-
rants do not. In order to investigate when quadrant-specific
differences are specified, we prepared opposite ⁄ and \ 1/2
embryos at the four- and eight-cell stages by observing the
order and orientation of the first (sagittal), second (tentacu-
lar), and third cleavage planes and the locations of the
resulting blastomeres (Figs. 1, 2E, 3C, and 3D “opposite
1/2” embryos). Cells were deleted in two opposite quad-
rants at the four- and eight-cell stages and the development
of the remaining quadrants was followed. It was noted that
opposite \ 1/2 embryos prepared at the four-cell stage
(arrangement depicted in Fig. 2E) formed anal canals (15/16
cases) but not the circumpharyngeal muscles (0/16 cases),
whereas opposite ⁄ 1/2 embryos formed circumpharyngeal
muscles (26/33 cases) but not anal canals (0/33 cases). Thus,
these quadrant-specific differences are already specified by
the time of the four-cell stage.
The modified polar coordinate model predicts that any
plane that bisects the embryo or adult will generate stable
half-animals, as the same positional values will always be
found on opposite sides of the clockface (Figs. 2C, 2D); thus,
no disparity will be created that would otherwise result in
intercalary regeneration via the shortest path (rules accord-
ing to French et al., 1976). On the other hand, 3/4 and 1/4
animals should be unstable and undergo post-regeneration,
either to the whole- or half-animal state, respectively (Figs.
2F, 2G). Likewise, one can predict that half-animals created
by removing opposite quadrants should also create a dispar-
ity in the positional values that subsequently leads to
intercalary regeneration (see Fig. 2E).
To test this model, each of these classes of embryos was
generated by cell separation or ablating specific cells at the
two-, four-, and eight-cell stages, as shown in Figs. 2D–2G
and 3 (“Adjacent 1/2s, Opposite half, 3/4, and 1/4”). By
observing the order of the first and second cleavage divi-
embryonic development. Pairs of doted lines indicate the number
and relative placement of the ctene rows present. The black shaded
half-circles represent the tentacles. The second arrow indicates
what form of post-regeneration typically was observed following
the embryonic period. NC, no change was noted, as these animalsFIG. 3. Diagrams showing the specific combinations of blas-
tomeres separated or removed to test the application of the modi-
fied polar coordinate model to the phenomenon of postregeneration
in M. leidyi. Each operation is presented in the order introduced in
he text. Not all combinations are illustrated, as explained below.
ashed lines indicate the planes of cell separation used to generate
djacent 1/2s and 1/4 embryos (note that Adjacent 1/2s generated
t the four-cell stage were created by separating along either the
entacular plane, shown, or the sagittal plane). Unshaded cells are
he ones ablated in the various operations shown. For the sake of
implicity, in those cases in which single cells of a given type were
blated, these are shown here to lie in “⁄” quadrants; however,
ther examples were studied in which these cells were removed
rom “\” quadrants (not illustrated here) to determine if there was
ny differential effect. In each case, the first arrow points to thewere unable to undergo post-regeneration.
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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726 Henry and Martindalesions, or operating at the eight-cell stage, we were also able
to determine if there were specific differences associated
with ⁄ versus \ quadrants. Table 1 lists the number of cases
examined for each of these four types of embryos. As
expected, Adjacent 1/2-embryos formed stable half-animals
that exhibited no signs of post-regeneration (Figs. 2D, 3A,
3B). These cases always possessed two pairs of ctene rows
and a single tentacle (see Fig. 4A). No differences were
noted between adjacent 1/2 embryos generated by cutting
along the sagittal or the tentacular planes.
On the other hand, opposite 1/2 embryos consisting of
two opposite quadrants initially formed half-animals with
wo pairs of ctene rows, and two small tentacles situated
80 degrees from one another, but these subsequently
nderwent post-regeneration to restore both pairs of ctene
ows and ciliary grooves in the two missing quadrants (Figs.
FIG. 4. Photomicrographs depicting various degrees of post-rege
“Adjacent 1/2” embryo exhibiting no signs of post-regeneration on
two pairs of ctene rows and a single tentacle have formed. (B) Pos
half-animal that resulted from an “Opposite 1/2” embryo. This an
(C) Three-quarter animal, resulting from a “3/4” embryo, undergo
quadrant. (D) Higher magnification view of the regenerating ctene
from a “1/4” embryo that exhibits no sign of regeneration. This sm
organ, and a small esophagus. Black arrowheads point to preexisting
rows. ao, apical organ; es, esophagus; lt, lithocytes; tn, tentacle/teE, 3C, 3D, 4B, Table 1). No differences in the timing or c
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightdelity of pattern regulation were noted if ⁄ vs. \ quadrants
ere deleted. While opposite 1/2 embryos start with exactly
he same number and complement of blastomeres as that of
djacent 1/2 embryos (i.e., two E and two M blastomeres),
hey are arranged in a different configuration and their
ifferential capacity to undergo post-regeneration was as
redicted by our models. 3/4 embryos initially formed 3/4
nimals, missing only one pair of ctene rows and ciliary
rooves in either the ⁄ or the \ quadrant in which the
eletion was performed. Most of these cases subsequently
ent on to regenerate the missing ctene rows and ciliary
rooves to restore the entire adult body plan (Figs. 3E–3F,
C, 4D, Table 1). 1/4 embryos, however, gave rise to 1/4
nimals that did not exhibit post-regeneration to either the
alf- or the whole-animal state (Figs. 3G, 4E), although the
odel predicted they could (Figs. 2C–2G). Actually, in two
ion in partial cydippid larvae. (A) Half-animal resulting from an
side (bracketed area) located opposite of the single tentacle. Only
neration to restore the two missing “\” quadrants in an opposite
originally formed only two pairs of ctene rows and two tentacles.
ost-regeneration to restore a pair of ctene rows in the missing “⁄”
and ciliated grooves shown in C. (E) One-quarter animal resulting
artial animal contains a single pair of ctene rows, a partial apical
e rows; white arrowheads and asterisks indicate regenerating ctene
e bulb. (E) Scale bar, 40 mm for A–C and E, and 20 mm for D.nerat
the
trege
imal
ing p
rows
all p
cten
ntaclases we saw some early signs of reformation of the ciliated
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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727Regulation and Regeneration in M. leidyigrooves and possibly comb plates, but these subsequently
were resorbed (Table 1).
The Role of the M Lineage in Postregeneration
of the Ctene Rows
In order to determine where positional information may
reside, and which cell fates are essential for the process of
post-regeneration of the comb rows, specific combinations
of blastomeres were deleted at the 8- through 60-cell stages
(Table 1, Fig. 5). Recently, we discovered that cell–cell
inductive interactions are involved in the embryonic devel-
opment of the comb rows (Martindale and Henry, 1998, in
preparation) In Mnemiopsis, the ctene plates are normally
enerated by both the e1 and m1 micromeres during em-
ryogenesis (Martindale and Henry, 1996, 1997a,b, 1999).
owever, m1 progeny require inductive interactions from
hose of the e1 cells to participate in ctene plate formation
(Martindale and Henry, 1997a, in preparation). Removal of
all four e1 cells eliminates ctene row formation, however,
these animals undergo post-regeneration to replace the
missing ctene rows and ciliary grooves (Figs. 5A “minus e1
(4)” and 6A; see also Farfaglio, 1963; Martindale, 1986).
FIG. 5. Specific combinations of blastomeres removed to examine
the role of m1 cells in the process of post-regeneration in M. leidyi.
ther details are the same as those described in the legend of Fig. 3.Likewise, removal of two e1 cells prevents the formation of
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightwo pairs of ctene rows (Fig. 5B “minus e1 (2),” Table 1).
Interestingly, in embryos in which the e1 micromeres have
been removed, the source of the post-regenerated ctene
plates has been traced exclusively to the ectodermal prog-
eny of the m1 cells (Martindale and Henry, 1996). Here we
ound that removal of all four of the m1 cells will prevent
tene plate regeneration from taking place. For example,
emoval of a single e1 cell and all four of the m1 cells
enerates a stable “3/4” condition in which regeneration of
he missing ctene rows and ciliary grooves will not take
lace (Fig. 5C “minus e1 (1) 1 minus m1 (4),” Table 1). The
presence of some e1 ectodermal progeny is not sufficient for
the post-regeneration of ctene rows. Thus, it appears that
only the progeny of the m1 cells can serve as the source of
egenerated ctene plates. If only two of the m1 cells are
deleted in combination with two of the e1 blastomeres,
post-regeneration can take place (Fig. 5D “minus e1 (2) 1
minus m1 (2),” Table 1). Thus, as long as some progeny of
he m1 cells are present, these apparently are able to
generate the missing comb rows.
The Role of the E Lineage in Postregeneration
of the Ctene Rows
Other combinations of cells were also deleted (Table 1,
Fig. 7). The requirement of the E cell lineage was investi-
gated by removing two adjacent adtentacular E blastomeres
at the eight-cell stage, leaving either one or both of the M
blastomeres on that side of the embryo (Figs. 7A, 7B “minus
E (2) minus M (1); minus E (2)”). In these cases it was found
that the embryos developed to form stable half-animals, and
post-regeneration did not take place. Thus, the presence of
one or two M blastomeres and their progeny on the defi-
cient side was not sufficient to support post-regeneration of
the comb rows in these cases (Figs. 8A, 8B). In another
experiment, two adjacent adtentacular E blastomeres were
removed together with two of the 1M blastomeres, leaving
an adjacent half-embryo plus two m1 micromeres (Fig. 7C
“minus E (2), minus 1M (2)”), and no post-regeneration was
observed. This indicates that the presence of two m1 micro-
meres, which normally give rise to the post-regenerated
ctene rows, is not sufficient to support regeneration or
provide positional values in the two deficient quadrants. It
is not easy to remove all of the M blastomeres, as these
occupy the center of the embryo and hold the four E
blastomeres in place. However, in a small number of cases
the eight-celled embryo adopts a cuboidal packing arrange-
ment and in these cases it is possible to delete two M
blastomeres, in addition to one of the E blastomeres (see
Figs. 1 and 7D “minus E (1), minus M (2)”). These embryos
are capable of undergoing complete post-regeneration of a
pair of ctene rows, although in some cases they only formed
the ciliated grooves (Figs. 8C, 8D). Together these results
point to the importance of the E lineage in organizing
post-regeneration of the ctene rows within cells derived
from the m1 lineage, and suggest that that seat of quadrant
identities may reside mainly within the E cell lineage.
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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728 Henry and MartindaleTo further investigate the role of the E lineage in the
process of post-regeneration, specific progeny of the E
blastomeres were deleted. Different combinations of
E-derived cells were ablated and it was found that the
minimal combination that prevented post-regeneration
consisted of embryos devoid of two e1 and two e2 micro-
eres (Fig. 9A “minus e1 (2), minus e2 (2),” Fig. 6B).
nterestingly, removal of two e1 cells together with a single
2 cell prevented most cases from undergoing post-
egeneration and only those few cases that formed two
entacles underwent post-regeneration to reform the miss-
ng ctene rows and ciliary grooves (Fig. 9B “minus e1 (2),
inus e2 (1)”). Removal of 2 or 4 e2 cells together with a
ingle e1 cell did not prevent post-regeneration (Figs. 9C, 9D
“minus e1 (1), minus e2 (2); and minus e1 (1), minus e2 (4)”).
Significantly, other cases in which all four e1 cells and two
2 cells had been removed, only regenerated two of the four
issing comb rows on the side that still possessed the e2
progeny (Fig. 9E “minus e1 (4), minus e2 (2),” Fig. 6C). The
ther E-derived progeny (e3 and the 3E endomesoderm) did
ot appear to be essential for post-regeneration, as this
rocess was observed in “minus e1 (4), minus 2E (4); minus
e1 (2), minus 2E (2); and minus e1 (1), minus 3E (4)” cases
(see Table 1, Figs. 9F–9H). These findings indicate that the
E lineage-derived endomesoderm is not essential for post-
regeneration, and the e1 and e2 micromeres born at the
boral pole appear to represent the key cells that trigger
omb plate regeneration.
It should be noted that no differences were noted in the
egenerative capacity of specimens in which cells occupy-
ng either ⁄ or \ quadrants had been deleted in any of the
FIG. 6. Photomicrographs depicting various degrees of post-rege
Postregeneration of two pairs of ctene rows on one side of a partia
(4)” embryo). Two other pairs of ctene rows are also reforming o
post-regeneration on the side (bracketed area) from which two e1 a
(2) embryo”). Notice also that no tentacle had formed on this side o
removed in addition to two e2 cells (i.e., “minus e1 (4), minus e1 (2)”
from which the e2 cells had not been removed. No regeneration i
ormed in this animal on the side containing the e2 cells. Labels axperiments reported here (Table 1). f
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightDISCUSSION
The Polar Coordinate Model and Post-regeneration
in Ctenophores
Lobate ctenophores (tentaculates) have a high capacity to
regenerate missing body regions during the adult phase of
their life cycle. One enigma in their regenerative behavior is
that under certain conditions, they fail to restore the
normal body plan, but rather generate a “half-animal.” This
is particularly the case when embryos are bisected during
the early cleavage stages. In order to explain the “meta-
stable” state of half-animals, we proposed that cells com-
posing different regions of the embryo and the adult possess
discrete “positional values,” and that disparities are only
recognized when nonequivalent regions are juxtaposed.
These disparities lead to intercalary regeneration as pro-
posed by French et al. (1976). The half-animal phenotype is
table because positional values located on opposite sides of
he embryonic and adult body plans are equivalent (Fig. 2).
hen one bisects embryos during early cleavage stages, the
mbryos always forms perfect half-animals, and these ani-
als do not undergo post-regeneration. It is more difficult
o cut adult animals into perfect halves; however, many of
hese pieces remain as stable half-animals (Martindale,
986). With the exception of the 1/4 animals, the results
eported here fit the predictions of the model. While adja-
ent 1/2 embryos are stable, opposite 1/2, and 3/4 embryos
re able to undergo post-regeneration. The model predicts
hat 1/4 animals should also undergo post-regeneration to
he half-animal state; however, they appeared to be unable
o undergo regeneration. This may actually be due to the
ion in cydippid larvae in the absence of certain micromeres. (A)
al from which all four e1 cells had been removed (i.e., “minus e1
e opposite side that cannot be seen in this view. (B) No sign of
o e2 micromeres had been removed (i.e., “minus e1 (2), minus e2
animal. (C) An animal from which all four e1 micromeres had been
ryo). Notice that post-regeneration is taking place only on the side
ing place on the opposite (bracketed) side. Only one tentacle had
e same as those used in Fig. 4. Scale bar in A, 40 mm for A–C.nerat
l anim
n th
nd tw
f the
emb
s tak
re thact that these embryos are too small to support significant
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729Regulation and Regeneration in M. leidyiregeneration and may require subsequent feeding. In fact, in
two cases there appeared to be a minimal attempt to
undergo some regeneration. It is very difficult to feed 1/4
animals, due to their small size, and their guts are generally
malformed. In fact, quarter animals generated during the
adult phase regenerate to give rise to half- or whole-animals
in a high percentage of cases (Martindale, 1986), which is
consistent with the model.
The polarity of structures regenerated in each deficient
quadrant is also normal with respect to the oral–aboral axis,
and thus intercalary regeneration also occurs along this
axis. For example, the tips of the regenerated comb plates
are directed toward the oral pole, and the ciliary grooves are
located in the correct position between the apical organ and
the ctene row (e.g., Figs. 4B, 4C, 4D). Coonfield (1936a,
1937a) examined ctene row regeneration in adult cteno-
phores and showed that the orientation of small pieces of
ctene rows grafted in the reverse direction are ultimately
corrected to restore their normal positions. Thus, as in
the original polar coordinate model (French et al., 1976),
some mechanism operates to ensure that normal mor-
phology along the oral–aboral axis is also restored during
regeneration.
FIG. 7. Diagrams showing the specific combinations of blas-
tomeres removed to examine the role of E and M macromeres in
the process of post-regeneration in M. leidyi. Other details are the
same as those described in the legend of Fig. 3.Recently, polar coordinate models have been used to
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightexplain the phenomenon of limb and imaginal disc devel-
opment in Drosophila, where some information is known
of the molecular signals involved in patterning these struc-
tures (Kondo, 1992; Couso et al., 1993; Held, 1995; Kyoda
and Kitano, 1999). At present, we do not understand the
molecular players involved in ctenophore development. On
the other hand, the polar coordinate model does makes
certain predictions about the organization of the cteno-
phore body plan. The model ascribes arbitrary positional
values to cells contained in the ctenophore embryonic and
adult body plan (Figs. 2A–2C). Whether these values can be
ascribed to specific cell fates positioned around the oral
aboral axis, and how this information may be interpreted, is
uncertain. As mentioned previously, this information may
reside primarily in the derivatives of the E cell lineage.
Further experiments could be carried out to test this latter
point by repositioning or grafting extra E and M lineage
derivatives within the early embryos to determine if super-
numerary structures are post-regenerated. Via cell deletion,
however, we have been able to identify which specific cell
lineages are involved in post-regeneration of the comb rows.
Which Cells are Required for Post-regeneration
of the Ctene Rows?
We have established that the progeny of three different
cell lineages are involved in the post-regeneration of the
ctene rows. We have previously shown that both the e1 and
the m1 micromere lineages contribute to ctene row forma-
ion during embryogenesis (Martindale and Henry, 1997a).
urthermore, in the absence of e1 derivatives, only m1 cells
participate in the post-regeneration of new comb plates
(Martindale and Henry, 1996). Here we have shown that
only the m1 lineage is capable of reforming these structures.
Removal of all four m1 cells in addition to e1 cells prevents
post-regeneration. For instance, stable “three-quarter ani-
mals” are formed if one removes all four m1 cells, in
addition to a single e1 cell (Fig. 5C). On the other hand, as
long as some m1 progeny are present, post-regeneration will
take place. This occurs even when these m1 cells reside in
ther quadrants, as is the case in “minus e1 (2), m1 (2); and
inus E (1), M (2) animals” (Figs. 5D, 7D).
During post-regeneration, it appears that signals are re-
uired from either e1 and e2 cells, to signal m1 cells to
egenerate the missing ctene rows. If adjacent pairs of e1 and
e2 cells are removed, ctene rows are not regenerated on the
deficient side (Fig. 9A). If one removes all four of the e1 cells,
and two adjacent e2 cells, regeneration will proceed only to
the half-animal state, as ctene rows will only form on the
side possessing the progeny of the two e2 cells and the single
tentacle (Fig. 9E). The fact that post-regeneration can still
occur in some cases devoid of all four e2 cells and a single e1
cell, indicates that e1 cells also play an important role in
supporting this process, and that some critical number/
ratio of e1 and e2 cells must be present for post-regeneration
to occur (see further discussion below regarding the poten-
tial role of the tentacles in this process).
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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730 Henry and MartindaleThe presence of two different populations of cells, one
involved in detecting positional disparities, which provides
the necessary signals for regeneration (the e1 and e2 lin-
ages), and another that responds to these signals to reform
he missing structures (the m1 cells), represents an interest-
ing situation which was not envisioned in the original polar
coordinate model of French et al. (1976). On the other hand,
it is clear that important epithelial/mesenchymal signaling
events take place during regeneration in other systems,
such as in the patterning of regenerating vertebrate limbs
(Stocum, 1995).
The Roles of the Apical Organ and Tentacles
in Postregeneration
Based on the cell lineage fate map (Martindale and Henry,
1999) those fates that are specifically derived from the three
combined lineages involved in ctene row post-regeneration
(i.e., e1, e2, and m1) include the following: cell fates associ-
ated with the ctene rows (i.e., ciliated grooves, comb plates,
FIG. 8. Photomicrographs depicting various degrees of post-rege
Absence of postregeneration in a partial animal resulting from the
Higher magnification view of another case like that shown in A. (C
M macromeres and one E macromere, which had been removed fro
magnification view of the regenerating ciliary grooves shown in C
A and C, and 20 mm for B and D.subctene row tissue), certain components of the tentacles
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righti.e., tentacle sheath, tentacle bulb, tentacle epithelium,
olloblasts), and most structures composing the apical
rgan (i.e., balancing cilia, floor of A.O., dome cilia, polar
elds). In fact, if we assume that the m1 lineage is simply
responding to organizing signals produced by the e1 and e2
lineages, those fates unique to the e1 and e2 lineage include
those components of the apical organ, and the tentacles.
Thus components of the apical organ (perhaps the floor),
and the tentacles (perhaps the tentacle sheath) may repre-
sent the key source of organizing signals involved in post-
regeneration of the ctene rows. One should not exclude
fates derived from the m1 lineage, which could also be
nvolved in producing these signals (e.g., m12 cells generate
the polar fields of the apical organ).
The apical organ is located on the aboral pole and consists
of a gravity sensing statocyst. This structure is known to be
involved with the control of ctene row coordination and
ultrastructural studies have shown that it is the site of the
highest density of neuronal projections (Hernandez-
Nicaise, 1973, 1991). Previous experiments have shown
ion in cydippid larvae in the absence of certain macromeres. (A)
val of two adjacent E macromeres (i.e., “minus E (2) embryo”). (B)
regeneration of two ciliary grooves in a partial animal missing two
“⁄” quadrant (i.e., “minus M (2), minus E (1)” embryo). (D) Higher
els are the same as those used in Fig. 4. Scale bar in D, 40 mm fornerat
remo
) Post
m a
. Labthat the apical organ has an important influence on the
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightcharacter of adult regeneration. For example, a quarter piece
of adult ctenophore possessing an intact apical organ regen-
erates to a whole animal in a high percentage of cases, while
a quarter-animal lacking any apical organ tissue frequently
forms half-animals (Freeman, 1967; Martindale, 1986).
Likewise, if an adult piece of tissue derived from a stable
half-animal (with a half apical organ) is challenged to
regenerate by cutting, they almost always regenerate to a
half-animal. Thus the symmetry properties of the regener-
ating fragment generally assume the properties of the apical
organ. On the other hand, these symmetry properties are
also resident in the surrounding tissues. If the apical organ
of a whole- or half-animal is removed, it always regenerates
back to a whole or half apical organ, respectively (Freeman,
1967; Martindale, 1986). Thus, there is some kind of dy-
namic interplay between the symmetry properties of the
apical organ and the rest of the animal.
Like the development and post-regeneration of the ctene
rows, both e1 and e2 play critical roles in organizing the
development of the tentacles (Martindale and Henry,
1997c). When these cells are ablated, tentacles do not form.
Post-regeneration of ctene rows took place on a deficient
side only when the corresponding tentacle had initially
formed, and post-regeneration to the whole animal state
only took place when both of the tentacles were present
(Table 1, Figs. 3, 5, 7, 9). Further support for a role of the
tentacles in post-regeneration is provided by the results of
experiments in which two e1 and a single e2 cell were
removed. In these cases, post-regeneration was observed
only in those cases that initially formed both tentacles
(Table 1, Fig. 9B). Thus, it is possible that the tentacles play
an important role in the process of post-regeneration of the
missing ctene rows. The tentacles are complex structures,
and the descendents of a large number of embryonic cells
contribute to their formation. These cells include the
progeny of the e1, e2, m1 micromeres, and the endomeso-
dermal 2M and 3E macromeres (Martindale and Henry,
1999). Each one of the two tentacles is generated by pairs of
these five different cells situated on one side of the tentacu-
lar axis (see Fig. 1).
Regeneration of missing tentacles was not observed in the
course of this study. In fact, after the first 3 days of develop-
ment the remaining tentacles begin to be resorbed unless the
animals are fed. It is possible that the stem cells required for
regeneration are derived from tentacle tissues or the lineages
that generate the tentacles. Alternatively, the tentacles may
were initially formed. In most cases (71%) these contained only a
single tentacle, and these did not exhibit any signs of post-
regeneration. In other cases the partial embryos formed animals
with both tentacles, and most of these cases did undergo post-
regeneration, as shown. Note also in E (“Minus e1 (4), e2 (2)”) that
he deficient animals only regenerated two of the four pairs of
issing comb rows. Other details are the same as those describedFIG. 9. Specific combinations of blastomeres removed to examine
the role of E lineage cells in the process of post-regeneration in M.n the legend of Fig. 3.
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732 Henry and Martindaleprovide polarity cues for establishing axial properties that are
used to reconstitute the missing parts.
Inductive Signaling in Ctenophore Development
and Postregeneration
We have established that participation by the m1 lineage
in embryonic ctene row formation requires inductive sig-
naling initiated by the e1 micromere (Martindale and
Henry, 1997a). In addition, endomesodermal tissue must
also be present for ctene plate formation (Martindale and
Henry, in preparation). This is supported by the fact that m1
micromeres do not contribute to ctene plate formation in
cocultures consisting only of e1 and m1 cells. Only in the
dded presence of some E or M lineage-derived endomeso-
erm does this take place (Martindale and Henry, in prepa-
ation). One of two possible scenarios can be envisioned.
ither signals from e1 progeny are relayed to the m1 progeny
via the endomesodermal tissue that underlies the ctene
rows (derived from 2M and 3E), or these cells serve as two
separate inductors, neither of which is sufficient alone to
induce m1 progeny to form ctene plates. How then do these
ndings apply to the phenomenon of post-regeneration?
bservations of the regeneration process indicate that most
ften, endodermal tissue splits off of the tentacle bulb
djacent to the ctene row deficient quadrants and eventu-
lly comes to lie beneath the area where ctene row regen-
ration will take place. These findings suggest that endoder-
al inductive interactions may also be required for post-
egeneration. It is unlikely that the tentacles serve as the
ource of reserve cells that support regeneration directly
the newly formed ctene plates are derived from m1-derived
pithelium adjacent to the tentacles; Martindale and Henry,
997a). The results suggest that similar signaling pathways,
ncluding the requirement for endodermal interactions,
ay be operating in the processes of embryonic develop-
ent and post-regeneration of the comb rows. Unfortu-
ately, embryos devoid of all their endoderm do not survive
nd it is not possible to observe regeneration in these
isorganized cases. Therefore, we were not able to directly
xamine the role of the endoderm in the process of post-
egeneration via cell deletion experiments.
The findings presented in this study raise an interesting
aradox. While the presence of e1 cells is initially required for
tene row formation during embryogenesis, their presence is
ot required in the case of post-regeneration (Martindale,
986; Martindale and Henry, 1996). In the case of post-
egeneration, the e2 lineage can also provide these signals. So
ar, our experiments have not revealed any role of e2 progeny
in embryonic ctene row induction (Martindale and Henry,
1997a, in preparation). Thus, while a similar requirement for
inductive interactions takes place in both cases, there are
some differences between these two processes.
Regeneration in Other Ctenophores
It is of tremendous interest that the Beroids (Atentacu-lata), which do not form tentacles during their develop-
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightent, are not capable of post-regeneration (Martindale and
enry, 1997b, 1999). There may be a link between the
bsence of tentacles and their inability to undergo regen-
ration. It would be significant to determine if they exhibit
different cell lineage, lacking certain cell fates present in
entaculate forms such as Mnemiopsis, which are essential
or regeneration. For instance, the m1 lineage normally
ontributes to ctene row formation during embryogenesis
Martindale and Henry, 1996, 1999), and provides the sole
ource for post-regenerated ctene rows in Mnemiopsis (Mar-
tindale and Henry, 1996, and established here). Perhaps the
m1 lineage does not normally participate in ctene row
ormation in Beroids and is unable to support the post-
egeneration of these structures. Alternatively, they may
ot possess the same signals involved in these regeneration
rocesses, which appear to be provided by the e1 and e2
lineages in Mnemiopsis. These issues are addressable via
simple cell lineage and cell deletion analyses, and of inter-
est from a phylogenetic perspective, since the atentaculates
are thought to be the basal taxon in the Ctenophora
(Harbison, 1985).
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